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The recent surge in research devoted to coordination polymers
was spawned by a fundamental interest in the development of
new approaches to the prediction of crystal structures and has
subsequently been fueled by the practical opportunities that are
offered by new classes of functional materials. In the context of
the former, it is clear that even the simple strategy of propagating
transition metals with linear bifunctional ligands1 affords an array
of new network architectures,many of which do not exist in
natural solids. “Clay mimics”2 or “zeolite mimics”3 have the gross
structural and functional features of their naturally occurring
analogues but are based upon very different chemical components,
and most importantly, they are inherently modular4 and therefore
fine-tunable. In this paper we describe the remarkable structure
of a new but anticipated5 supramolecular isomer6 of [Co(4,4′-
bipyridine)1.5(NO3)2]n, 1.

The monomeric unit of1 represents a simple and prototypal
example of a “T-shape” module. Such modules have thus far
produced four structurally distinct supramolecular isomers: ladder
(1D),6,7 brick wall (2D),7a bilayer (2D),3d,6,8 and frame (3D)9

(Scheme 1). Two of these supramolecular isomers, ladder7b and
bilayer8 structures, have been exhibited by1 using different
crystallization conditions and guests. However, if1 is crystallized
via intermediate pyridine complexes, a dramatically different 3D
supramolecular isomer is obtained (Scheme 1E).10 Figure 1 reveals
how 1‚1.5 benzene exists as an open framework coordination
polymer with remarkably large cavities and channels (effective
cross-section of ca. 8× 40 Å). This particular supramolecular
isomer is to our knowledge unprecedented. However, it was
suggested by Wells5 and can be regarded as being a structural
isomer of the brick wall supramolecular isomer illustrated in
Scheme 1B. The geometry, around the metal centers is consistent

with distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry and there are no
significant differences between the two independent cobalt centers.
However, unlike the previous supramolecular isomers of1, in
which both nitrate ligands are symmetrically bidentate, one of
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Figure 1. View of a cross-section of a single framework of1‚1.5 benzene.
Effective dimensions across the cavity are approximately 8× 40 Å. The
geometry around the metal atoms is roughly trigonal bipyramidal with
4,4′-bipyridine ligands occupying the vertexes of the T: Co-N (axial)
2.128(10)-2.162(10) Å; Co-N (equatorial) 2.055(10), 2.141(10) Å;
Co-O (monodenate) 2.011(9), 2.031(10) Å; Co-O (bidentate) 2.174-
(9)-2.201(10) Å.

Scheme 1.Five Supramolecular Isomers that Have Been
Observed for Self-Assembly of T-shape Modules: Ladder (A),
Brick Wall (B), 3-D Frame or “Lincoln Logs” (C), Bilayer
(D), Modified Brick Wall (E)
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the nitrate ligands in1‚1.5 benzene is bidentate, whereas the other
is monodentate.

The networks in1‚1.5 benzene exhibit a 3-fold level of
interpenetration11 (Figure 2a). However, despite this interpenetra-
tion, there exist large channels parallel to the crystallographic
z-axis (Figure 2b). These channels contain an ordered chain of
benzene molecules which is inherently chiral because of its
supramolecular structure. On the basis of a molecular volume
for benzene of ca. 125 Å3, the benzene molecules are found to
represent ca. 30% of the volume of the crystal. A portion of one
of the benzene chains is illustrated in Figure 3 and reveals that
the expected12 stacking interactions occur between benzene
molecules and that the chains are inherently polar. However, the
geometry of the interactions is quite different from the idealized
T-shape or edge-to-face interactions observed in the crystal
structure of benzene.13 Interestingly, the coordination polymer
network contains a pseudo-inversion center, but the benzene
chains are aligned in such a manner that the crystal structure is
noncentrosymmetric.

There are a number of salient features concerning the structure
of 1‚1.5 benzene. First, the critical importance of crystallization
conditions upon the structure of covalent coordination polymers
is further14 highlighted by the fact that1‚1.5 benzene represents
the fifth motif observed for a simple T-shaped module and the

third supramolecular isomer of1. All three supramolecular isomers
of 1 are based upon the same asymmetric unit. Interestingly, only
modestly different crystallization conditions have thus far been
employed, crystals being grown via layering MeOH solutions of
Co(NO3)2‚6H2O onto solutions of ligand and guest, to observe
such diversity of structure. It therefore seems likely that the guest
molecules have a templating effect (chloroform and acetone
sustain ladders, and CS2 sustains a bilayer). It further seems
reasonable to relate the existence of such supramolecular isomer-
ism to the phenomenon of polymorphism15 in molecular crystals.
Second, we are unaware of any other crystallographically
characterized framework with one of its dimensions as large as
the one reported herein. Unfortunately, the full potential for
porosity is precluded by the 3-fold interpenetration. Nevertheless,
solvent still accounts for ca. 30% of the crystal volume. Finally,
we note that the crystal structure of1‚1.5 benzene is polar
although the host framework and individual guest molecules are
inherently centrosymmetric. Whereas there are examples of chiral
host frameworks that are generated from achiral modules,16 we
are unaware of other examples of high symmetry guests that
generate chiral aggregates and thereby impart bulk polarity to
centrosymmetric host frameworks. This aspect of crystal engi-
neering has many potentially interesting implications for materials
science since such features are extremely rare in naturally
occurring open framework solids and have not been encountered
in zeolites.
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Figure 2. (a) Illustration of how the frameworks in1‚1.5 benzene interpenetrate. The three independent frameworks are colored blue, green, and
magenta, respectively. (b) A view of the crystallographicab plane that illustrates the microchannels that lie parallel to the crystallographicz-axis.
Benzene guest molecules are blue. The diagonal distance across the microchannels is 12.9 Å meaning that the effective cross-sectional area is ca. 9 Å
× 9 Å.

Figure 3. Benzene-benzene interactions in the microchannels of1‚1.5
benzene. The benzene molecules also interact with the walls of the
microchannels.
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